
16 Block Cane, with Variations, and a Big Honkin' Focal 

by Debbie Goodrow 

       

One of the fun things about this cane is its forgiving nature, there is almost no sweating the 
details, or getting things just right or matched up. You'll end up with a quite organic looking 
pattern, which means 'mistakes' – also known as 'your own variation' – can be quite wonderful! 
If the thought of reducing a cane makes you break out in a sweat, this is the perfect cane. No 
fussy reducing at all. 

We'll learn the basic 16 Block Cane, and see how just 'squishing' in a different direction can give 
you different possibilities. And other simple variations that can have remarkable visual 
differences. Hints on how to evaluate the look of these types of canes as you go along and how 
to fix on the fly. 

AND we're going to take the resulting cane, and take some slices and make a veneer and cover 
a Big Honkin' Focal. I'm even going to show you how make beads guaranteed to compliment 
your original 16 Block. 

You'll get a handout with directions that also include how to make flower petals with this cane 
very easily, and some other variations of cutting it up and re-assembling as shown in the 
photos! If we have time at the end of the class, we'll have some hands on for this too. 

No materials fee. 

Materials: 
** An extruder can be handy, but I will show how to do this without an extruder too. 

** Clay (conditioned!):   
Four colors, about 2 oz each. (you won't use it all) Colors need to range in 4 steps from light 
value to dark value. Will be clarified if class is chosen. (eg: white; med yellow, med orange, 
deep red) 

Some white and black. 

A cranberry sized dollop of a complimentary color. 

** basic tools; blades, work surface, pasta machine if no extruder, ruler 

** some mud clay or ultralight for the base of your Big Honkin' Focal 


